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DIRECTIONS FOR ASSEMBLING HIVE BODIES & SUPERS

Tools needed;

 Hammer, resin glue, block of wood, carpenters square, small paint brush

1) Working on a flat surface, lay out 2 short sides and 2 long sides of box to be assembled - be sure 
handholds are to the outside and in the up position

2) Coat dovetails with resin glue, spreading glue with small paint brush at all contact points

3) Fit ends and sides together tightly and if necessary use the black of wood along dovetails to draw 
together and prevent marring with the hammer. Draw them up tightly and wipe off excess glue. 
Using your carpenter’s square, make sure the box is square. 

4) Nail through the dovetails “pre drilled holes only”, using the 7-D box nails provided. Be sure to nail 
both sides of dovetail

5) On deep hives bodies, lay tin frame rests on the short sides with rabbets - 11/16” nails will be driven 
horizontally through pre drilled holes with box oriented in the up position to hold in place

Note: The new style frame rest are in an L shape and the top bars of your frames lay flat on these (Frame 
rests may also be used in supers but are not included and need to be ordered separately).  If using frame 
spacers with L style frame rests be sure to order our Cat# 184 series spacers.
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WALTER T. KELLEY CO. CLARKSON, KY. 1-800-233-2899

“DIRECTIONS FOR NAILING FRAMES”

Each Frame consists of:

2 End Bars - (Either solid with flat edges or solid with a “V” on one edge, or grooved with a flat edge)

If you have a “V” on one end of your bar, you should always have the “V” towards you on the left and away from you on the right. The 
purpose of this is to minimize contact between frames making them easier to spread apart after the bees have glued them together. 
(“V” not recommended if using Cowen uncapping equipment).

1 - Top Bar - (Either divided, solid, solid, grooved or wedge.)

1 - Bottom Bar - (Either solid, two piece divided, or grooved.) The solid bottom bar & the grooved bottom bar are now the same. 
Simply flip bottom bar for grooved or solid.

 1 - Drive (1) 1-¼” nail down through the top bar into each end bar.
2 - Drive (1) 1-¼” nail through each end bar back into the solid part of the top bar (not into the wedge)
3 - Nail the bottom bar in place with two 1” nails on each side, driven through the bottom bar into the end bars.

Installing wax foundation:

When installing wax foundation into a wedge top frame, split the wedge out with your hive tool. Plane off any burrs on the wedge and 
on the newly created shelf, with the flat side of your tool. With the frame in the up position and the new shelf facing towards you, 

lay the foundation on the frame with the hooks up, and facing out. Holding both the frame and foundation, move the wax till it falls 
between the divided bottom bars and then raise to the top of the shelf. Replace the wedge and turn your frame so it rests on your 

bench on the top bar. Next, using ¾” nails, nail down through the wedge and into the top bar.  Be sure to angle the nails so they don’t 
come through the top bar.

This is an example of our end bar with the “V”.
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DIRECTIONS FOR INSERTING WIRED FOUNDATION

TO INSERT FOUNDATION:

1. First remove the wedge from top bar with a sharp knife, or by gripping the top bar with your hand; be 
sure to remove the entire thin strip of wood that may remain once the wedge is removed.

2. Spread the divided bottom bar slightly apart and slide in the foundation. Slide the top edge of the foun-
dation up snug against the top bar. 

When using wired foundation with hooks,  be sure to palace the hooks up and against the shoulder in the top 
bar. Place the wedge in position in front of the hooks and nail straight down into the top bar using the 7/8” 
nails, (see illustration above).

When using wired foundation without hooks, the nails should be driven as close to the wires as possible. 

We make long hooks on our wired foundation to better secure it, but in doing so, we cannot make a square 
bend on the hooks. Therefore you will need to press the sheet back to a vertical position. To better secure 
your combs, it is advisable to embed two cross wires in the 9 1/8” frames, the 6 ¼” frames, as well as the 5 3/8” 
frames. In the 9 1/8” frames insert the two wires in the end bars through the center holes.

We can furnish a foundation nailing device which holds the frame, spreads the bottom bar, and makes insertion 
of your foundation and nailing the wedge much faster and easier! Call us or see our catalog. 

Manufactured and Sold by: Walter T. Kelley Company Clarkson, KY 42726 (270) 242-2012 www.kelleybees.com
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NORMAL AND ALLERGIC REACTIONS TO INSECT STINGS

I.    Normal, non-allergic reactions at the time of the sting
a. Pain, sometimes sharp and piercing
b. Burning, or itching burn
c. Redness (erythema) around sting site
d. A white area (wheal) immediately surrounding the sting site
e. Swelling (edema)
f. Tenderness to touch

II.   Normal. non-allergic reaction hours or days after itching
a. Itching
b. Residual redness
c. A small brown or red damage spot at the puncture site
d. Swelling at the sting site

III.  Large Local reactions
a. Massive swelling (angioedema) around the sting site extending over an area of 10cm or more and 

frequently increasing in size for 24 - 72 hours, sometimes lasting a week in duration.

IV.  Cutaneous allergic reactions
a. Urticaria (hives, nettle rash) anywhere on the skin
b. Angioedema (massive swelling) remote from the sting site
c. Generalized pruritis (itching) of the skin
d. Generalized erythema (redness) of the skin remote from the sting site

V.   Non life threatening systemic allergic reactions
a. Allergic rhinitis or conjunctivitis 
b. Minor respiratory symptoms
c. Abdominal cramps
d. Severe gastrointestinal upset
e. Weakness
f. Fear or other subjective feelings

VI.  Life-threatening systemic allergic reactions
a. Shock
b. Unconsciousness 
c. Hypotension or fainting
d. Respiratory distress
e. Laryngeal blockage (massive swelling in the throat)
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Beginning Beekeeping
Course Outline

Text:  The Backyard Beekeeper, Kim Flottum (4th edition)[*BB]
Recommended supplemental reading:

"Handbook for Natural Beekeeping" (2nd ed.), Certified Naturally Grown [**HNB] 
 “Honeybee Diseases and Pests” (3rd ed.), Canadian Assoc. of Professional Apiculturalists [***HDP]

	Week 1:  Getting Ready – 
o Equipment, Tools, and Supplies
o Sources of Supply
o Local organizations, support network, and finding a mentor
o “Neighbor Management”

	Please prepare for Week 2 by reading *BB: Introduction, all of Chapter One, and Chapter Three pages 
90-108; **HNB - Chapters 1-7; ***HBDP - pages 1-4, 45-48

	Week 2:  Starting Out – 
o Siting your hive
o Package/Nucleus colony pros and cons
o Colony installation
o Spring feeding, why it’s important and when to stop
o Looking for eggs and a healthy queen

	Please prepare for Week 3 by reading *BB - all of Chapter Two, Chapter Three pages 108-132, 126-129; 
***HBDP – pages 5-44, 53-56, 61-64

	Week 3:  Summer Management – 
o Hive inspection – what are we doing in there?
o Swarm management
o Watching for disease
o Queen issues:  good, bad, and possible solutions
o Integrated Pest Management – What’s Your Mite Count?!

	Please prepare for Week 4 by reading *BB - Chapter Three pages 132-144, and all of Chapter Four; 
**HNB - Chapters 8-10, 16 and Appendices I & III

	Week 4:  Fall is approaching – 
o Treating for mites
o Assessing the honey supply
o Honey Harvest
o Combining hives

	Please prepare for Week 5 by reading *BB - Chapter Three pages 144-148; and Chapter Five; **HNB - 
Chapters 11 & 12

	Week 5:  Winter preparations and getting ready for next spring – 
o Readying the hive for winter
o Checking on the hive during winter
o Winter feeding:  candy boards
o First spring inspection
o Spring feeding and nuisance management

	Please prepare for the rest of your beekeeping life by reading, reading, reading.
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FIRST YEAR TO-DO LIST

     January
 •  Reserve nucleus colonies
 •  Order hive parts to assemble 
 •  Take a beekeeping class
     February
 •  Reserve package bees
 •  Order hive parts, tools and equipment
     March
 •  Order assembled hive parts
 •  Paint hive parts
 •  Join your county beekeeping club
     April
 •  Set out a hive stand as soon as the ground is thawed enough to level a spot.
 •   Make a batch of 1:1 syrup in mason jars (use refined white sugar only)
      o   5# sugar and 5 pints of water makes 8 pint jars
 •  Review package installation instructions, watch a video
     May
 •  Install packages and nucs into 1 deep or 2 medium hive bodies
 •  Feed 1:1 syrup without interruption
 •  Watch for swarm cells in hives from nucleus colonies
 •  Attend beekeeping club meetings/open hives every month
     June 
 •  Monitor varroa mites with an alcohol or powdered sugar roll.
 •  Add the next hive body once comb is drawn out 75% in the original space
     o  Swap unfinished foundation from outside positions toward the broodnest so drawn comb is  
         on the end frames
 •  Continue feeding 1:1 syrup until comb is drawn out on 2 deep or 3 medium hive bodies
 •  Inspect every week to 10 days for health and growth
     o  Consider re-queening colonies that are overly aggressive or not showing a growing number of  
         brood frames 
     o  Get in the habit of hefting the hive
     July
 •  If hive bodies are 80% built out with comb, add a honey super and remove syrup feeder
 •  Toward the middle/end of July Maine usually experiences a dearth of nectar
     o  Add entrance reducers when white clover turns brown in the lawn
         •  Watch for signs of robbing
     o  Expect comb-building to slow down or stop
     o  If a hive does not have stored honey at least in the corners of several frames, remove supers  
         and continue feeding syrup
         •  This is especially important in unusually dry summers
 •  Monitor varroa mites with an alcohol or powdered sugar roll.
 •  Treat for varroa mites, then check mite levels post-treatment
 •  Watch for swarm or supersedure cells.  It is best to purchase a queen rather than wait for a hive  
     to produce a new one in your first year.
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     August
 •  Usually nectar flow turns back on in the second half of the month when goldenrod blooms
 •  Continue inspecting for health, hive vigor, and queen cells at least every other week
     o  Monitor Varroa mites with a powdered sugar or alcohol wash, treat if necessary
     September
 •  Pull honey supers between Labor Day and September 20th 
     o  Harvest supers if hive bodies are full of honey
     o  Feed back honey in supers to hives that are not full
 •  TREAT FOR VARROA MITES
     o  If using thymol treatments, begin ON LABOR DAY
     o  Use formic acid when the forecast calls for temperatures below 85°F
 •  Expect your hive to become much more aggressive as September progresses
 •  If the hive is not storing significant nectar/honey, begin feeding 2:1 syrup
     o  Heft the hive
     October
 •  Feed light hives 2:1 syrup until October 15th, then stop
 •  Heft the hive
 •  Reduce entrances and watch for signs of robbing
 •  It is common for hives to dramatically slow brood production at this time
 •  Monitor varroa mites with an alcohol or powdered sugar roll.
     o  If mites are still at or above thresholds (9 with alcohol or 4 with powdered sugar), consider   
         HopGuard or oxalic acid treatment
     November
 •  Add a mouse guard to the entrance
 •  Heft hive and add candy or fondant to light hives
 •  No later than Thanksgiving:
     o  Add an absorbent cover (homasote works well)
     o  Wrap light-colored hives with tar paper
     o  Insulate hives 
     December
 •  Watch candy boards or fondant and add more if the hive is eating it
 •  Read a new beekeeping book, consider a sophomore/intermediate class
 •  Make a plan for spring 
     o  Split surviving hives
     o  Re-populate hives that didn’t make it – don’t wait too long to reserve bees
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Necessary Parts
 •  Bottom board

 U  Use a screened one
 •  Entrance Reducer
 •  Hive Bodies
  U  2 Deeps vs. 3 Mediums
 •  Honey Supers
  U  medium or shallow
 •  Inner Cover
  U  Two sided, with a dado
 •  Telescoping Outer Cover
  U  “English Garden” or   
      galvanized
 •  Hive Ratchet Strap
 •  Frames
  U 8 vs 10
 •  Foundation
  U  Beeswax vs. Plastic

Recommended Parts
 •  Hive stand with landing board
  U  with legs or other support
 •  Slatted Bottom Board
  U  Helps with swarm prevention  
      and overwintering

Sources of Supply:
 •  Local vs. catalog
  U  The Honey Exchange
  U  Bee Pride
  U  Backwoods Bee Farm
  U  Humble Abodes
  U  Brushy Mountain
  U  Betterbee
  U  Mann Lake

Necessary Tools
 •  Smoker
  U And fuel (you don’t need to  
      buy it)
 •  Hive Tool
  U  Traditional vs. hook-end
 •  Protective Gear
  U  Veil (with or without jacket)
  U  Gloves
  U  Leg Straps
  U  Or a full suit - not really   
      necessary
 •  Spray bottle (for packages, or   
     swarms)

Recommended Tools
 •  Smoker box
  U  Ammo box from the Army   
      store
 •  Queen Catcher
  U   Metal vs. plastic
 •  Bee Brush
 •  Reading Glasses
 •  Queen marking kit
 •  Wintergreen Alcohol

 
Bees - Package vs. Nucleus
 U  3# Packages with Russian Queens -  
     available at The Honey Exchange
 U  Buzz Cooper (207) 892-9223
 U  Sunshine Apiary (207) 549-5501
 U  Maya’s Apiary (207) 621-8639
 U  Swan’s Honey (207) 437-2251
 U  R.B. Swan and Son (207) 989-7803
 U  Merrimack (978) 667-5380
 U  Bob Egan (207) 474-2945
 U  Tony Bachelder (207) 336-2343 

EQUIPMENT, TOOLS, AND SUPPLIES
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BEGINNING BEEKEEPING, WEEK 1 – GETTING READY TO START

 
 •  What do I need?  Where do I get it?  How do I start?
 F  And what’s it all about?
  U  Bees build comb from wax, on movable frames
  U  They use the comb for storage of food 
   •  Honey (carbohydrates) and pollen (protein)
  U  The queen lays eggs in comb
   •  Eggs hatch and develop into larvae
   •  Larvae develop into pupae under wax caps, bees emerge fully developed
  U  Combs are inspected throughout the season
   •  To assess brood development and the hive’s life cycle
    •  For queen/hive vitality
    •  To prevent unwanted swarms
   •  To identify and treat pests and diseases
  U  Smoke calms bees and makes your hobby more enjoyable
   •  It doesn’t hurt the bees
   •  Just use it, but sparingly
   •  Masks the bees’ alarm pheromone
   •  Bees eat honey in response to a false “fire emergency.”
    •  They fly slower and sting less readily
  U  Spring
   •  New hives are started and development needs to be monitored
   •  Existing hives need to be monitored for swarming
  U  Summer
   •  Inspections every 7-10 days
   •  Monitor and treat for Varroa mites
   •  Yes, you will get stung.  
    •  Try to limit it, but attempting to keep bees without ever being stung is   
        counterproductive
    •  Exposure to venom (in clothing, etc.) without actually being stung will   
        almost always lead to unhealthy bee venom sensitivity
    •  Being stung is good for you – prevents arthritis, can cure tendinitis and   
        more
  U  Fall
   •  Assessing honey stores and winter readiness
   •  Treating for Varroa mites
  U  Winter
   •  Spend your first winter learning more and creating a plan for the coming spring
 •  Register with the state June 1st
 •  Maine State Beekeepers Association
 •  Cumberland County (or York or other county) Beekeepers Association
 •  Neighbor Management
  U  Like it or not, you will become a Bee Ambassador
  U  Camouflage, vs. visibility 
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Hive Siting
 •  Ideal:
      –  High and Dry
      –  South/East facing
      –  Wind protected
      –  Away from property lines
      –  Accessible by car/truck
      –  Near-by storage
 •  Real:
      –  Best for your site
      –  Read the South Portland ordinance and  
          MSBA best practices

MSBA Best Practices
 •  Hive Density
      –  Up to ¼ acre: 2 hives
      –  > ¼ to ½ acre: 4 hives
      –  > ½ to 1 acre: 6 hives
      –  1 acre + : 8 colonies
 •  Hive Placement
      –  Quiet, low traffic area
      –  Not against property line unless 6 ft   
          barrier in place
      –  Entrance should allow bees to fly   
          across your property if possible
      –  Use barriers to redirect flight if not   
          possible
 •  Water Source
      –  Provide landing spots for bees
 •  Rocks, sand, or floating corks
      –  Nearer to the hive than the next   
     nuisance (especially pools and hot-tubs!)
      –  Make it visually obvious in the flight   
          path of the bees
      –  Ideally about 80 yards from the hive

Packages vs. Nucs
 •  Advantages of packages
      –  Readily available
      –  Easy to install
      –  Slow build up provides more gradual   
          learning curve for beginners
 •  Disadvantages of packages
      –  Where did my bees come from?
      –  Must be installed right away
      –  Possibility of queen failure
 •  Advantages of nucs
      –  Real nucs vs. splits
      –  Accepted queen
      –  Established colony
      –  Over wintered, local?
      –  Faster build-up
 •  Disadvantages of nucs
      –  Harder to install, may harm queen
      –  Faster build-up

Feeding Bees
 •  When to feed
      –  Feed a new hive
      –  Feed a weak hive
      –  Feed a hive low on stores
      –  What – REFINED WHITE SUGAR
      –  1:1 in the summer
 •  How to feed
      –  Hive top
      –  Baggy
      –  Jar with holes
      –  Bucket with screen
      –  Avoid Boardman feeders (attach to   
          front of hive). They promote robbing.

How is my hive doing?
 •  Healthy queen
 •  Eggs
 •  Larvae
 •  Brood
 •  Drawing Comb
      B  Add another box when the present   
           box is 80% full of drawn comb

BEGINNING BEEKEEPING, WEEK 2 - STARTING OUT WITH A HIVE
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Package bees should be installed in a hive as soon as possible after their arrival.  If your busy life or foul 
weather stand in the way, you can wait briefly but no longer than a day or two!

B  Keep the package in an area of your home that is cool but not cold, dark, and quiet – a cellar is usually best.
B  Every few hours, give the package a misting of sugar syrup.  Moisten all sides but don’t saturate the cluster.

Instructions for installing a new package of bees:
      •   Necessary tools and equipment
       o  Spray bottle filled with 1:1 sugar syrup  (1lb. white sugar: 1 pint water)
       o  1 deep or 2 medium hive bodies with comb or foundation frames
       o  Filled syrup feeder and an empty super to enclose it.
       o  Bottom board, entrance reducer, inner and outer covers 
       o  Hive tool and pliers 
       o  Veil and gloves (You may not need the gloves, but it’s nice to have them nearby.)
       U  Bring a camera - your friends are going to want to see this
     •   Installing your package in fourteen easy steps:
       o  Give the package one more feeding by misting with sugar syrup and try to find a shady spot for   
           them while you get the rest ready
       o  Place your hive at its site; remove the covers and half the total frames from the center and set   
                      them aside.  (If using medium hive bodies, start with one box full of frames at the bottom and   
                  leave space in the second box.)
       1.  Put on your veil.  
       2.  Remove the cover from the top of the package to reveal the syrup can and queen cage strap.  Pull  
            out any staples or nails from both the box and the cover.
       3.  Give the package a final misting of sugar syrup.
       4.  With the corner of your hive tool, pry up the syrup can and  grip it with your strong hand.
       5.  Grasp the top of the package with your other hand and thump it downward against the hive so  
            the cluster falls to the bottom of the package.
       6.  Remove the syrup can, set it aside, and remove the queen cage.  COVER THE HOLE IN THE   
            PACKAGE WITH THE COVER YOU REMOVED IN STEP #2.
       7.  Gently shake or blow the worker bees from the queen cage into the hive.  Check that your queen  
            is alive and moving. * 
       8.  Remove the cork FROM THE CANDY END of the queen cage.  If you want a slower introduction,   
            put a single piece of masking tape over the candy.
       9.  Secure the queen cage (with tape or a rubber band), candy side upward, screen away from the   
            foundation or comb, and toward the front edge of one center frame.
       10.  Thump the package downward again, remove the cover, and pour the bees into the space at the   
              center of the hive.  Some bees will begin flying but most will pour like sand; trust me.
       11.  You can give the package a shake or two but don’t worry if there are some bees left in the   
             package.  Place it near the hive entrance and the bees will find home.
       12.  Place the frame with the queen, then the other remaining frames in the hive body.
       13.  Add the inner cover, syrup feeder, empty super, and outer cover.
       14.  You’re done.  Watch your new bees and welcome them to the neighborhood.  Toast them with a   
              glass of mead and pat yourself on the back for a job well done.

*If your queen arrives dead, please call the Honey Exchange – 773-9333 as soon as possible.
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IMPORTANT POINTS TO REMEMBER:

•   A package of bees is an imitation swarm; like a swarm they are not generally defensive and tend not            
     to be aggressive and sting.  Even if you bungle around, “Package Day” is usually lots of fun – relax             
     and have a good time with it.

•   Most of the bees in your package are young house bees; they want to cluster together and most of  
     them don’t (or can’t) start flying.

•   Once they’re in the hive, leave the bees alone for 4-5 days.  
 o   If you are using a slow-release (masking tape or delayed cork removal) method   
      [recommended for Russian queens], check after 5 days to see if workers are accepting the 
      queen in the cage.  If they are not clinging to the cage, are not biting the wires, and are  
      feeding her, she is safe for release. 
 o   If you exposed the candy on day 1 the queen should be released in 3-4 days.  If she is not  
      released (and the bees are accepting her, as above), gently poke a hole in the candy with a  
      toothpick and wait another couple days.
 o   As soon as the queen is released, remove the cage and tighten the frames up against each  
      other.

•   Bees need about 1 pint of warm (or room temperature) 1:1 syrup per day to draw wax well.  Keep a  
     feeder on constantly while they are drawing wax.
 o   When the bottom hive body (or bottom 2 mediums) is 2/3 to 3/4 drawn, add the next box.
 o   When the top hive body is ¾ drawn, REMOVE THE FEEDER (unless the long-term weather  
      prediction shows a protracted period of rain or temperatures below 40°).  
 o   When the top box has a border of honey along the top, add a honey super.  Don’t use a  
      queen excluder below a new super full of foundation – hives rarely draw wax above a queen  
      excluder.
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BEGINNING BEEKEEPING, WEEK 3 - SUMMER MANAGEMENT

Hive Inspection – 
     •   How do I approach the hive?
     •   Work from the bottom up
 o   Check your notes from last week
 o   Arrive prepared:  Smoker, hive tool, and veil
 o   Watch the hive before you smoke it
 o   Use all your senses.  Does it seem similar to your other visits?
 o   Smoke the entrance, a little under the screened bottom
     •   What am I doing here?
 o   Assess the hive’s life cycle status
  •  Swarm cells vs. supercedure cells
 o   Assess hive health
  •  Chalkbrood
  •  Nosema
  •  Foulbrood
           •   European (EFB) vs. American (AFB)
  •   Small Hive Beetles
  •   Viruses
  •   Varroa Mites
     •   Queenright hive and possible Queen Issues
 U   Weak queen = supercedure
 U   Missing queen = emergency supercedure
 U   Queenless Hive
  •   Drone layer vs. Laying Workers
     •   Integrated Pest Management
 o   Reduce susceptibility of the host
  •   a screened bottom is sometimes called an “IPM Board”
        •   Both ventilation and natural drop
  •   Use hygienic stock
        •   Keep better bees – Russians, Minnesota Hygienic, VSH queens 
        •   Start right or requeen
  •   Sunshine (HNB recommends 4 hours/day min.)
 o   Monitor and reduce numbers of pest
 o   Use combinations of the two
 o   Monitoring pests and the hive’s economic threshold*
  •   On brood
        •   worker or drone
  •   On bees
        •   powdered sugar (*4 mites in 300 bees)
        •   alcohol wash (*7 mites in 300 bees)
  •   In colony on sticky board (*30-40 mites per day, natural drop)
 o   Reducing numbers of pests
  •   Broodless hive period
  •   Drone trapping
  •   Soft treatments
   •   Thymol-based or Hop Beta Acids
   •   Formic Acid or Oxalic Acid
   •   Powdered sugar is no longer recommended as an effective mite control
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BEGINNING BEEKEEPING, WEEK #4 – FALL MANAGEMENT

•   Review of Mite monitoring/economic threshold assessment
 U   For high mite content, consider treating during August dearth (honey supers off)
  •   Sunshine helps with mites and nosema - consider hive siting early
•   Combining Hives - why and how
 U   Asses hive strength (often related to stores)
 U   Reduce # of boxes to full frames, combine hives using newspaper method
 U   Don’t combine two weak hives - consider making nucs from weak hives 
•   Mite Treatment 
 U   Chemical Treatments and why not 
  •   Apistan (Fluvalinate)
  •   Checkmite (Coumaphos)
   •   Lower Foraging; lower brood viability; higher supercedure
   •   Selection for resistance = stronger mites
 U   Soft Treatments
  •   Apiguard (Thymol) – 2 applications [supers off]
   •   Gel form, temperature range 60-105° for 28 days
   •   Need a shim or super above top bars, insert mite tray
   •   Don’t apply with supers on, supers can be added after
  •   ApiLifeVar (Thymol and Menthol) – 3 applications [supers off]
   •   Vapor, temperature range 54-95° for 28 days
   •   Close up/reduce entrances
   •   No supers on, wait 1 month before supering again
  •   Formic Pro (Formic Acid) – 1 application, for strong hives, 50-85° [ok with supers on]
  •   Hopguard – useful in conjunction with other treatments or on the beginning/end of season
  •   Oxalic Acid – best when hive is broodless (mid-winter), vaporization works best [supers off]
•   Fall Feeding – needs to be finished by mid-October (takes 2 weeks to cure in warm weather)
 U   Extract and feed back unfinished honey – Honey is Healthy!
 U   Feed back frames above inner cover and a space (after nectar flow, after mite treatment)
 U   Feed 2:1 syrup to light hives (guard against robbing, especially with Honey B Healthy)
 U   At minimum, 1 full deep or 2 mediums of capped honey ON TOP at Thanksgiving 
 U   Consider adding pollen patties late fall to imperfect hives
•   Harvest Time
 U   Typical – pull honey supers Labor Day through Sept. 20th 
 U  Consider repositioning frames 
  •   Honey frames to sides and top, broodnest centered
  •   Capped brood cells on top in early fall will emerge and be filled with fall honey
 U   Removing bees from supers 
  •   Shaking/Brushing (dramatic)
  •   Escape Boards (takes an extra 2 days)
  •   Fume Boards (requires a warm sunny day)
 U   Honey: Extract – don’t crush and strain
  •   Borrow club extractors
   •   Apply for Home Processor License, Dept. of Agriculture if you plan on selling
  •   Or use professional extraction service
 U   Beeswax:  Don’t waste it – freeze burr comb (and get cheap pots at Goodwill)
  •   Melt in water, pour through a t-shirt, let it settle and cool
  •   Remove wax disk, dry, melt in a double boiler, filter through paper towels
 U   Consider collecting pollen and propolis
 U   Store supers with ventilation, allow them to freeze for at least 48 hours (wax moths)
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BEGINNING BEEKEEPING, WEEK 5 – WINTER AND SPRING NO. 2

•   Winter Preparations –as soon as nights start to freeze - everything buttoned up by Thanksgiving
 o   Finish feeding between mid October (north) and end of October (south)
 o   Assess food stores and broodnest
  •   At least 1 deep of honey on top, 2 frames on each side of the bottom box
  •   Disease free, low Varroa mite count, vigorous colony of fat, fuzzy bees
  •   Healthy laying queen (ideally less than 3 years old)
 o   Add an upper entrance auger hole
 o   Reduce entrances and put on a mouse guard
 o   Top off the hive with absorbent material like homasote
 o   Strap the hive to the hive stand
 o   Consider wrapping with thermal insulation – Bee Cozy, or 2” rigid insulation
 o   Heft the hive one final time at Thanksgiving to assess weight in total

•   What can I do in the winter besides worry?
 U   Take a stick and clear out dead bees from the screen
 U   Slide in the inspection tray for a few days
  •   Look for debris and you’ll know the horizontal position of the cluster
  •   Pale cappings are from honey, brown cappings mean bees are emerging from brood cells
 U   Listen with a stethoscope
 U   Heft the hive – how does it compare to the beginning of winter?
 U   Watch on warm days and look in the snow
 U   Make a candy board 
  •   (See instructions on thehoneyexchange.com “Beekeeping Resources”) 

B   Don’t mess with your bees in the winter.  Disturbances cause them to break the cluster, consume more of 
their stores, and need to defecate.  

B   Avoid taking off the cover whenever possible and only on warm days if necessary

•   Wait until the silver maples bloom to unwrap and wait until a warm day after St. Patrick’s Day to inspect 
your hive.  Unless you’re sure it’s dead . . .
 U   Hive post mortem:
  •   Stunted abdomens, deformed wings, lots of dead bees below but a small cluster dead in the   
       cells, pin holes in brood cell cappings - probably Varroa mites/viruses
  •   Queen cells built since your last inspection, lot of drone and drone brood - failed or dead   
       queen
  •   Bees headfirst into the cells, plenty of honey left on the hive but all a few inches from the   
                   remains of the cluster - starvation during a cold snap (this is common in a hard winter in   
       Maine and there is little you can do about it)
  •   Significant brown spotting on the front of or inside the hive - nosema or dysentery 
  •   No honey left in the hive and wax of cells appear to have been ripped open - probably a weak   
       hive robbed out during warm weather
  •   Lots of dead bees in front of the hive and evidence of K-shaped wings - tracheal mites
  •   Sunken cappings, black scale in bottom of comb, glue or fish odor – American Foulbrood  --   
       HAVE AN EXPERT TAKE A LOOK AT YOUR HIVE
B   Feeding hives in Spring – Why are we feeding?
•   Before the nectar flow and pollen flow (or during an early interruption):
 U   FOR HIVES ON STORES - April feeding in the evening (warm 1:1 syrup) will not simulate nectar flow   

https://thehoneyexchange.com/pages/beekeeping-resources
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      and shouldn't accelerate broodrearing 
 U   If you want/need to stimulate brood development, feed syrup and pollen and don't stop until the   
      nectar if rolling
  •   If you are hoping to make splits, rear queens, or are skilled at timing population to maximize   
       foragers and honey production (and skilled at swarm prevention), feed
  •   If the nectar flow starts, brood production starts, if it is interrupted for more than a few days  
       (one of those wet, wet springs) feed to keep brood viable
  •   If brood production dwindles in the spring, it may be nosema 
   •   Consider feeding medicated syrup, Honey B Healthy, and pollen
   •   Consider having dead bees tested by the Beltsville Lab
   B   Or consider requeening, the queen may be too damaged to recover

DON’T LET YOUR HIVES BE A NUISANCE IN THE SPRING.  GET YOUR WATER SOURCE OUT EARLY AND PUT OUT 
POLLEN SUBSTITUTE ON WARM DAYS WHEN BEES ARE FLYING AND NO FLOWERS ARE BLOOMING

 •   Reversing hive bodies (early May in an average year)
  U   Do it if the bottom box is empty of brood - don't split the broodnest
  U   Can help encourage brood rearing, but opinions differ
  U   The sense of space should delay the swarm urge of the hive 
 •   If your hive is healthy you NEED to have a plan in place for swarm control.
  U   Make a split; make a nuc; but have a plan in place before the dandelions bloom!
 •   Rotate out 20% of your frames each year
  U   Pull out broken or droney combs, resources on old combs for nucs or emergencies

Recommended Reading:
    The Beekeeper’s Handbook, Diane Sammataro and Alphonse Avitabile
  o   This should be on every beekeeper’s bookshelf; it’s an outstanding resource
    Bee-sentials and Increase Essentials by Dr. Lawrence Connor
    The Hive and Honey Bee, Dadant Publishing 
    or The Hive and Honey Bee Revisited, Roger Hoopingarner
  o   From the original master text by Reverend Langstroth, thorough and encompassing
    Fruitless Fall, Rowan Jacobsen 
  U   At least once a week somebody is going to ask you "how are the bees doing?" They don't   
                   necessarily want to know about your bees but they heard something about CCD. It's good to   
                   learn about it. 
    Bee Culture Magazine, Kim Flottum ed.
  U   Keep learning throughout the year - it arrives every month
    The Buzz About Bees, Jürgen Tautz
  U   Filled with amazing photos and the up-to-date research on the hive superorganism.
    Honeybee Democracy, Thomas Seeley
  U   Proof that a book can be both dull and fascinating.  Learn about the whys and hows of   
       swarming will teach you a tone about the hive and a lot about group decision making.
    Hive Management, Richard Bonney and Honeybee Biology and Beekeeping, Dewey Caron
  U   The texts for Intermediate Beekeeping, if you want to start reading ahead
    Natural Beekeeping, Ross Conrad
  U   An excellent text for working towards chemical-free beekeeping
    The Secret Life of Bees
  U   Fiction, but it puts words to the passion and love of beekeeping, and it’s a fantastic story
    "The Queen Must Die and Other Affairs of Bees and Men"  by William Longwood
  U   Great writing, one man's journey into beekeeping
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